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Abstract. In the present paper the phases of extraction of a DSM from PRISM stereopairs and
triplets are illustrated. Images represent a coastal area that spans from the city of Pescara to the
city of Ortona (Abruzzo region, Italy). The availability of PRISM stereopairs and triplets is
relatively recent but unfortunately the satellite ended its activities during 2011. In this paper,
the accuracy of the produced DSMs is compared with the heights from large scale maps.
The images available for this study gave the possibility to test the feasibility by producing DSM
from stereopairs and triplets using commercial packages.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper the phases of DSM extraction from PRISM stereopairs and triplets are
illustrated. PRISM was a panchromatic radiometer carried onboard of the Japanese remote sensing
satellite ALOS (Advanced Land Observing Satellite); this work has mainly a methodological value
cause on May 12, 2011, a command was sent to stop the onboard transmitter and now the sensor is
no more in operation. The sensor had three optical systems for forward, nadir and backward views
with 2.5 meter nominal spatial resolution.
Multiple linear array CCD chips were located on the focal plane of each camera, along one
across-track line. Images studied herein represent a coastal area that spans from the city of Pescara
to the city of Ortona (both in Abruzzo region, Italy).
In earlier works [1] a comparison with LIDAR surveying points reported excellent results but
unfortunately, only for a limited area. For that reason, it was decided to make a comparison with
spot elevations derived from large scale maps.
2. Methods
The images used for this work were acquired by the optical PRISM sensor which had multiple
optical camera heads, so the sensor was able to acquire almost simultaneously in forward, nadir and
backward viewing angles in along-track direction [2], [3] (Figure 1).
The telescopes installed on the sides of the optical bench with precise temperature control.
Forward and backward telescopes are inclined +24 and -24 degrees from nadir to realize a
base-to-height ratio of 1.0. PRISM's wide field of view (FOV) provides three fully overlapped
stereo (triplet) images of a 35km width, without mechanical scanning or yaw steering of the satellite.
Without this wide FOV, forward, nadir, and backward images would not overlap each other due to
the Earth's rotation.
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Figure 1: Acquisition geometry of PRISM triplets.

These characteristics made PRISM a very useful satellite for DSM photogrammetric extraction;
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) declared that the images acquired by PRISM sensor
may fit the requirement of a 1:25000 scale maps. Unfortunately after ALOS satellite developed a
power generation anomaly (May 2011), JAXA decided to complete its operations by sending a
command at 10:50 a.m. on May 12 (Japan Standard Time) as they found it was impossible to
recover communication with the satellite [4], so presently this contribution has only a
methodological and historic value.
For this study and for the DSM extraction from both PRISM stereopair and triplet, one of the
most qualified software package for satellite image rigorous RPC and RPF orientation has been
used; the PCI Geomatica 2012.

Figure 2: The stereopair and triplet images overlapping.

All five images were orientated using all the GPS-GNSS GCPs collimable on every single
image using rigorous Toutin model implemented in “Geomatica 2012” package. Orientation using
Rational Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) model has not been used, because the RPC files were not
available for these images. RPF models show very poor orientation accuracy and robustness in
earlier contributions [5], so in this work they were not tested.
The use of Ground Control Points (GCP) is to achieve the best accuracy from high resolution
satellite images which needs to be more accurate than the pixel resolution [5]. Therefore, the only
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way to ensure that GCPs are adequate to fulfill the geometric requirement, is to perform a
GPS/GNSS geodetic differential survey.
For this purpose, two different survey campaigns were performed with geodetic class GNSS
receivers in rapid static model, sessions of more than 15 minutes each, in the areas of the city of
Pescara and Ortona. A total of more than fifty points were surveyed on the area but not all of them
are collimable on all the images. Data acquired were differentiated in “post-processing” using data
of permanent station Francavilla (FRRA) managed by the regional administration of Abruzzo.
So, the ellipsoidal WGS84-ETRF89 planar coordinates were obtained, while ellipsoidal heights,
referred to the same geodetic Datum, were converted in orthometric heights using Italgeo05 geoid
model with less than 5 cm. error. Monographic forms of each surveyed point were filled to
document the survey executed and to archive correctly related data.
To study the influence of accuracy and distribution of GCPs, several orientation tests using
large scale map points were performed, with unsatisfactory results and there were omitted.
To evaluate the precision obtainable from the rigorous model and the accuracy of the images,
some series of image orientation were made observing RMSE of GCPs and CPs while increasing
the number of GCPs up to 35. Results obtained for all images were similar and it seems that the
accuracy of the rigorous model can be evaluated in 2.5 m. after the collimation of approximately
20 GCPs (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Precision of the rigorous model increasing number of GCPs on “3001” and “3002” scenes.

In the same way, precision obtainable from the images (the most interesting statistic parameter
for cartographic applications) was evaluated observing CPs RMSE variations while increasing the
GCPs number. It was observed that after the collimation of 15 GCPs, the accuracy seemed to reach
stabilization around 3-3.5 m of RMSE (Figure 4).
The accuracy value observed is acceptable considering that nominal resolution of 2.5 meters is
actual only for true nadiral acquisition.
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Figure 4: Accuracy obtainable from “3001” and “3002” scenes increasing number of GCPs.

3. Results
DSM model extraction was performed in “Geomatica 2012” environment too. The raw imagery
were pre-processed with a Sobel filter to enhance radiometric contrast, but no significant
improvements in the results quality were observed and so the results here reported are for unfiltered
images.
Digital surface model extraction was performed following PCI direction contained in a specific
tutorial procedure documented by PCI on the use of PRISM stereopairs and available on the web
[6]; at first, some tie points (TP) were collimated to improve the relative orientation of the two
frame of the stereopair. This operation can be advantageously performed in automatic mode, but a
verification of the operator on every single point was needed. After this step, epipolar images of
every combination of two images were performed. It seems that there is no possibility to create
more than two epipolar images at time. This is an obstacle for the bundle use of the three images of
a triplet because they cannot be used in the same photogrammetric adjustment following PCI
indications. All the possible combination of epipolar images were used to extract DSM; for the
images of the triplet, a merge of the three DSMs obtained after combining the three images was
performed, as suggested by PCI tutorial documentation. These last tests reported results very similar
to the use of a single stereopair so they are not reported here.
To evidence the accuracy of the obtainable DSMs a pixel resolution of 5 m. (PCI suggest also
10 m.) and high detail level were selected on all the tests, obtaining very similar results.
A first analysis of the DSMs shows a global realistic trend of the heights all over the surface
(Figure 5) with the obvious exception for the areas covered by the clouds. Observing better the
details of the DSMs some unnatural “holes” can be detected (Figure 6); they have no connection
with the actual morphology of the ground.
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Figure 5: DSM obtained from the stereopair “3001” L, “3002” R; UTM north is up, figure is approximately 45 km wide.

Similar errors weren’t observed by the writers on any DSMs obtained by other high resolution
satellite imagery and also the mentioned Sobel preprocessing, that usually improves the final quality
of DSMs, reported any fix of the problem. The problem is localized in little areas and some of the
“holes” show differences of height up to 100 m. with 50 m. of diameter so probably, they can be
detected and removed with a post processing filtering.

Figure 6: “Holes” observed on some areas of the DSM.

After this first analysis, heights of DSMs were compared with spot points from 1:5000 vector
cartography and also with three-dimensional points extracted from contour lines of the same source.
The scale is five times the one declared by JAXA, so it can be a good reference for our comparisons.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the comparison in terms of mean, standard deviation and
maximum-minimum values of the height differences obtained on all points.
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Table 1. Differences between spot points and DSM (“3001”, “3002” images) heights calculated on 4289 points.

MEAN

-4.17443

ST.DEV.

4.325642

MIN.VALUE

-18.057

MAX.VALUE

14.52274

Table 2. Differences between points from contour lines and DSM (“3001”, “3002” images) heights calculated on
56347 points.

MEAN
ST.DEV.
MIN.VALUE
MAX. VALUE

-3.07153
5.001322
-35.7346
44.23436

It can be observed that both cases show negative values for the mean of height differences; this
probably depends on the characteristics of the DSM. In fact, a digital surface model is a model that
represents in digital form the shape of the upper part of the territory including buildings,
infrastructure and trees while contour lines and spot points represents heights of the ground only.
The results obtained were then analyzed in Open Sources GIS software QGis. The shape files
containing spot points and points from contour lines were imported in QGis and modified
with the addition of a specific field containing the height differences between points and DSM
heights.
Then the points have been classified in five different ranges to have a visual representation
(Figure 7) of the distribution of errors. Particularly the central class contains differences from -5 and
5 meters that are surely compatible with 1:25000 scale maps requirement as declared by JAXA. The
two other classes contain differences from -10 to -5 m. and from 5 to 10 m. which represents
differences that are still in the tolerance range for 1:25000 scale, according the requirement
accepted in some countries, as Italy for example.
As shown in figure 8, the big part of the points show differences compatible with the
requirement and the biggest errors are localized in specific areas (figure 7). It is possible to notice
that most of the positive differences are localized on the mentioned "holes", where DSM heights are
surely lower than actual terrain and so points from cartography are meters higher.
Additionally, it's more difficult to clearly understand the causes of localization of highest
negative differences in some areas (Figure 9). In fact they seem to be concentrated in steep areas
with north west aspect so possible explanation may be, for example, different sun exposure or
uncorrected modelling of the acquisition geometry; but more tests have to be performed to confirm
or exclude these or other causes.
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Figure 7: Distribution of the biggest positive differences in correspondence of “holes”.

Figure 8: Histograms of distribution of height differences between spot points (left) and contour lines (right) and DSM
heights.
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Figure 9: Distribution of biggest negative differences.

4. Conclusions
The obtained results show a good fit between stereopair DSMs and cartography data, however, with
a systematic shift probably due to the different surface represented: ground and buildings for DSM
points and only ground for cartography points.
Some localized differences can be surely explained considering some unnatural areas of DSM
("holes"), some other bigger localized differences cannot be explained for sure.
The observed value of the standard deviation is compatible with the declared requirement of
1:25000 scale maps with the exception of some localized areas. More tests have to be performed to
understand causes of the presence of "holes" and other localized biggest differences but we have to
keep in mind that these images are no longer available for future acquisitions.
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